Multiple-target tracking has received tremendous attention due to its wide practical applicability in video processing and analysis applications. Most existing techniques, however, suffer from the well-known "multitarget occlusion" problem and/or immense computational cost due to its use of high-dimensional joint-state representations. In this paper, we present a distributed Bayesian framework using multiple collaborative cameras for robust and efficient multiple-target tracking in crowded environments with significant and persistent occlusion. When the targets are in close proximity or present multitarget occlusions in a particular camera view, camera collaboration between different views is activated in order to handle the multitarget occlusion problem in an innovative way. Specifically, we propose to model the camera collaboration likelihood density by using epipolar geometry with sequential Monte Carlo implementation. Experimental results have been demonstrated for both synthetic and real-world video data.
INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Visual multiple-target tracking (MTT) has received tremendous attention in the video processing community due to its numerous potential applications in important tasks such as video surveillance, human activity analysis, traffic monitoring, and so forth. MTT for targets whose appearance is distinctive is much easier since it can be solved reasonably well by using multiple independent single-target trackers. In this situation, when tracking a specific target, all the other targets can be viewed as background due to their distinct appearance. However, MTT for targets whose appearance is similar or identical such as pedestrians in crowded scenes is a much more difficult task. In addition to all of the challenging problems inherent in single-target tracking, MTT must deal with multitarget occlusion, namely, the tracker must separate the targets and assign them correct labels.
Most early efforts for MTT use monocular video. A widely accepted approach that addresses many problems in this difficult task is based on a joint state-space representation and infers the joint data association [1, 2] . MacCormick and Blake [3] used a binary variable to identify foreground objects and proposed a probabilistic exclusion principle to penalize the hypothesis where two objects occlude. In [4] , the likelihood is calculated by enumerating all possible association hypotheses. Isard and MacCormick [5] combined a multiblob likelihood function with the condensation filter and used a 3D object model providing depth ordering to solve the multitarget occlusion problem. Zhao and Nevatia [6, 7] used a different 3D shape model and joint likelihood for multiple human segmentation and tracking. Tao et al. [8] proposed a sampling-based multiple-target tracking method using background subtraction. Khan et al. [9] proposed an MCMC-based particle filter which uses a Markov random field to model motion interaction. Smith et al. [10] presented a different MCMC-based particle filter to estimate the multiobject configuration. McKenna et al. [11] presented a color-based system for tracking groups of people. Adaptive color models are used to provide qualitative estimates of depth ordering during occlusion. Although the above solutions, which are based on a centralized process, can handle the problem of multitarget occlusion in principle, they require a tremendous computational cost due to the complexity introduced by the high dimensionality of the joint-state representation which grows exponentially in terms of the number of objects tracked. Several researchers 2 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing proposed decentralized solutions for multitarget tracking. Yu and Wu [12] and Wu et al. [13] used multiple collaborative trackers for MTT modeled by a Markov random network. This approach demonstrates the efficiency of the decentralized method. However, it relies on the objects' joint prior and does not deal with the "false labeling" problem. The decentralized approach was carried further by Qu et al. [14] who proposed an interactively distributed multiobject tracking (IDMOT) framework using a magnetic-inertia potential model.
Monocular video has intrinsic limitations for MTT, especially in solving the multitarget occlusion problem, due to the camera's limited field of view and loss of the targets' depth information by camera projection. These limitations have recently inspired researchers to exploit multiocular videos, where expanded coverage of the environment is provided and occluded targets in one camera view may not be occluded in others. However, using multiple cameras raises many additional challenges. The most critical difficulties presented by multicamera tracking are to establish a consistentlabel correspondence of the same target among the different views and to integrate the information from different camera views for tracking that is robust to significant and persistent occlusion. Many existing approaches address the label correspondence problem by using different techniques such as feature matching [15, 16] , camera calibration and/or 3D environment model [17] [18] [19] , and motion-trajectory alignment [20] . Khan and Shah [21] proposed to solve the consistentlabeling problem by finding the limits of the field of view of each camera as visible in the other cameras. Methods for establishing temporal instead of spatial label correspondences between nonoverlapping fields of view are discussed in [22] [23] [24] . Most examples of MTT presented in the literature are limited to a small number of targets and do not attempt to solve the multitarget occlusion problem which occurs frequently in crowded scenes. Integration of information from multiple cameras to solve the multitarget occlusion problem has been approached by several researchers. Static and active cameras are used together in [25] . Chang and Gong [26] used Bayesian networks to combine multiple modalities for matching subjects. Iwase and Saito [27] integrated the tracking data of soccer players from multiple cameras by using homography and a virtual ground image. Mittal and Davis [28] proposed to detect and track multiple objects by matching regions along epipolar lines in camera pairs. A particle filter-based approach is presented by Gatica-Perez et al. [29] for tracking multiple interacting people in meeting rooms. Nummiaro et al. [30] proposed a color-based object tracking approach with a particle filter implementation in multicamera environments. Recently, Du and Piater [31] presented a very efficient algorithm using sequential belief propagation to integrate multiview information for a single object in order to solve the problem of occlusion with clutter. Several researchers addressed the problem of 3D tracking of multiple objects using multiple camera views [32, 33] . Dockstader and Tekalp [34] used a Bayesian belief network in a central processor to fuse independent observations from multiple cameras for 3D position tracking. A different central process is used to integrate data for football player tracking in [35] .
In this paper, we present a distributed Bayesian framework for multiple-target tracking using multiple collaborative cameras. We refer to this approach as Bayesian multiplecamera tracking (BMCT). Its objective is to provide a superior solution to the multitarget occlusion problem by exploiting the cooperation of multiocular videos. The distributed Bayesian framework avoids the computational complexity inherent in centralized methods that rely on joint-state representation and joint data association. Moreover, we present a paradigm for a multiple-camera collaboration model using epipolar geometry to estimate the camera collaboration function efficiently without recovering the targets' 3D coordinates.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed BMCT framework. Its implementation using the density estimation models of sequential Monte Carlo is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we provide experimental results for synthetic and real-world video sequences. Finally, in Section 5, we present a brief summary.
DISTRIBUTED BAYESIAN MULTIPLE-TARGET TRACKING USING MULTIPLE COLLABORATIVE CAMERAS
We use multiple trackers, one tracker per target in each camera view for MTT in multiocular videos. Although we illustrate our framework by using only two cameras for simplicity, the method can be easily generalized to cases using more cameras. nodes representing the targets' states; the observable layer has square nodes representing the observations associated with the hidden states. The directed link between consecutive states of the same target in each camera represents the state dynamics. The directed link from a target's state to its observation characterizes the local observation likelihood. The undirected link in each camera between neighboring observation nodes represents the "interaction." As it is mentioned, we activate the interaction only when the targets' observations are in close proximity or occlusion. This can be approximately determined by the spatial relation between the targets' trackers since the exact locations of observations are unknown. The directed curve link between the counterpart states of the same target in two cameras represents the "camera collaboration." This collaboration is activated between any possible collection of cameras only for targets which need help to improve their tracking robustness. For instance, when the targets are close to occlusion or possibly completely occluded by other targets in a camera view. The direction of the link shows "which target resorts to which other targets for help." This "need-driven"-based scheme avoids performing camera collaboration at all times and for all targets; thus, a tremendous amount of computation is saved. For example, in Figure 1 , all targets in camera B at time t do not need to activate the camera collaboration because their observations do not interact with the other targets' observations at all. In this case, each target can be robustly tracked using independent trackers. On the other hand, targets 1 and 2 in camera A at time t activate camera collaboration since their observations interact and may undergo multitarget occlusion. Therefore, external information from other cameras may be helpful to make the tracking of these two targets more stable.
A graphical model like Figure 1 is suitable for centralized analysis using joint-state representations. However, in order to minimize the computational cost, we choose a completely distributed process where multiple collaborative trackers, one tracker per target in each camera, are used for MTT simultaneously. Consequently, we further decompose the graphical model for every target in each camera by performing four steps: (1) each submodel aims at one target in one camera; (2) for analysis of the observations of a specific camera, only neighboring observations which have direct links to the analyzed target's observation are kept. All the nodes of both nonneighboring observations and other targets' states are removed; (3) each undirected "interaction" link is decomposed into two different directed links for the different targets. The direction of the link is from the other target's observation to the analyzed target's observation; (4) since the "camera collaboration" link from a target's state in the analyzed camera view to its counterpart state in another view and the link from this counterpart state to its associated observation have the same direction, this causality can be simplified by a direct link from the grandparent node to its grandson as illustrated in Figure 2 [36] . Figure 3 (a) illustrates the decomposition result of target 1 in camera A. Although we neglect some indirectly related nodes and links and thus simplify the distributed graphical model when analyzing a certain target, the neglected information is not lost but has been taken into account in the other targets' models. Therefore, when all the trackers are implemented simultaneously, the decomposed subgraphs together capture the original graphical model. According to graphical model theory [36] , we can analyze the Markov properties, that is, conditional independence properties [36, pages 69-70] for every decomposed graph on its corresponding moral graphs as illustrated in Figure 3 (b). Then, by applying the separation theorem [36, page 67], the following Markov properties can be easily substantiated:
These properties have been used in the appendix to facilitate the derivation.
Distributed Bayesian tracking for each tracker
In this section, we present a Bayesian conditional density propagation framework for each decomposed graphical model as illustrated in Figure 3 . The objective is to provide a generic statistical framework to model the interaction among cameras for multicamera tracking. Since we use multiple collaborative trackers, one tracker per target in each camera view, for multicamera multitarget tracking, we will dynamically estimate the posterior based on observations from both the target and its neighbors in the current camera view as well as the target in other camera views, that is,
1:t ) for each tracker and for each camera view. By applying Bayes's rule and the Markov properties derived in the previous section, a recursive conditional density updating rule can be obtained:
where
The derivation of (1) and (2) t ) is the "target interaction function" within each camera which can be estimated by using the "magnetic repulsion model" presented in [14] . A novel likelihood density p(z
t ) is introduced to characterize the collaboration between the same target's counterparts in different camera views. We call it a "camera collaboration function."
When not activating the camera collaboration for a target and regarding its projections in different views as independent, the proposed BMCT framework can be identical to the IDMOT approach [14] , where p(z
t ) is uniformly distributed. When deactivating the interaction among the targets' observations, our formulation will further simplify to traditional Bayesian tracking [37, 38] , where p(z
t ) is also uniformly distributed.
SEQUENTIAL MONTE CARLO IMPLEMENTATION
Since the posterior of each target is generally non-Gaussian, we describe in this section a nonparametric implementation of the derived Bayesian formulation using the sequential Monte Carlo algorithm [38] [39] [40] , in which a particle set is employed to represent the posterior 
where {x 
It has been widely accepted that better importance density functions can make particles more efficient [39, 40] . We choose a relatively simple function p(x A,i t | x A,i t−1 ) as in [37] to highlight the efficiency of using camera collaboration. Other importance densities such as reported in [41] [42] [43] [44] can be used to provide better performance.
Modeling the densities in (4) is not trivial and usually has great influence on the performance of practical implementations. In the following subsections, we first discuss the target model, then present the proposed camera collaboration likelihood model, and further summarize other models for density estimation.
Target representation
A proper model plays an important role in estimating the densities. Different target models, such as the 2D ellipse model [45] , 3D object model [34] , snake or dynamic contour model [37] , and so forth, are reported in the literature. In this paper, we use a five-dimensional parametric ellipse model which is quite simple, saves a lot of computational costs, and is sufficient to represent the tracking results for MTT. For example, the state x A,i t is given by (cx
, where i = 1, . . . , M is the index of targets, t is the time index, (cx, cy) is the center of the ellipse, a is the major axis, b is the minor axis, and ρ is the orientation in radians.
Camera collaboration likelihood model
The proposed Bayesian conditional density propagation framework has no specific requirements of the cameras (e.g., fixed or moving, calibrated or not) and the collaboration model (e.g., 3D/2D) as long as the model can provide a good estimation of the density p(z
A,i t ). Epipolar geometry [46] has been used to model the relation across multiple camera views in different ways. In [28] , an epipolar line is used to facilitate color-based region matching and 3D coordinate projection. In [26] , match scores are calculated using epipolar geometry for segmented blobs in different views. Nummiaro et al. used an epipolar line to specify the distribution of samples in [30] . Although they are very useful in different applications as reported in the prior literature, these models are not suitable for our framework. Since generally hundreds or even thousands of particles are needed in sequential Monte Carlo implementation for multipletarget tracking in crowded scenes, the computation required to perform feature matching for each particle is not feasible. Moreover, using the epipolar line to facilitate importance sampling is problematic and is not suitable for tracking in crowded environments [30] . Such a camera collaboration model may introduce additional errors as discussed and shown in Section 4.2. On the other hand, we present a paradigm of camera collaboration likelihood model using sequential Monte Carlo implementation which does not require feature matching and recovery of the target's 3D coordinates, but only assumes that the cameras' epipolar geometry is known. Figure 4 illustrates the model setting in 3D space. Two targets i and j are projected onto two camera views. In view A, the projections of targets i and j are very close (occluding) while in view B, they are not. In such situations, we only activate the camera collaboration for trackers of targets i and j in view A but not in view B. We have considered two methods to calculate the likelihood p . Sometimes, a more complicated case occurs, for example, target i is occluding with others in both cameras. In this situation, the above scheme is initialized by randomly selecting one view, say, view B, and using IDMOT to find the observations. These initial estimates may be not very accurate; therefore, in this case, we iterate several times (usually twice is enough) between different views to get more stable estimates.
According to epipolar geometry theory [46, wide-baseline cameras usually make the target's features vary significantly in different views. Moreover, the occluded target's features are interrupted or even completely lost. Secondly, the crowded scene means that there may be several similar candidate targets along this band. It usually happens that the optimal match may be a completely wrong location, and thus falsely guides the tracker away. Our experiments show that using the band (z B,i t ) itself cannot only avoid the above errors but also provides useful spatial information for target location. Furthermore, the local image observation has already been considered in the local likelihood p(z
t ) which provides information for estimating both the target's location and size. Figure 5 shows the procedure used to calculate the collaboration weight for each particle based on (z 
where Σ 2 φ is the variance which can be chosen as the bandwidth. In Figure 5 , we simplify d A,i,n t by using a point-line distance between the center of the particle and the middle line of the band. Furthermore, the camera collaboration likelihood can be approximated as follows: 
Interaction and local observation likelihood models
We have proposed a "magnetic repulsion model" to estimate the interaction likelihood in [14] . It can be used here similarly:
where ϕ A,i,n t is the interaction weight of particle x A,i,n t . It can be iteratively calculated by
where α and Σ ϕ are constants. l A,i,n t is the distance between the current particle's observation and the neighboring observation.
Different cues have been proposed to estimate the local observation likelihood [37, 47, 48] . We fuse the target's color histogram [47] with a PCA-based model [48] 
Implementation issues

New target initialization
For simplicity, we manually initialize all the targets in the experiments. Many automatic initialization algorithms such as reported in [6, 21] are available and can be used instead.
Triangle transition algorithm for each target
To minimize computational cost, we do not want to activate the camera collaboration when targets are far away from each other since a single-target tracker can achieve reasonable performance. Moreover, some targets cannot utilize the camera collaboration even when they are occluding with others if these targets have no projections in other views. Therefore, a tracker activates the camera collaboration and thus implements the proposed BMCT only when its associated target "needs" and "could" do so. In other situations, the tracker will degrade to implement IDMOT or a traditional Bayesian tracker such as multiple independent regular particle filters (MIPFs) [37, 38] . Figure 6 shows the triangle algorithm transition scheme. We use counterpart epipolar consistence loop checking to check if the projections of the same target in different views are on each other's epipolar line (band).
Every target in each camera view is in one of the following three situations. The targets "having bad counterpart" or "having no counterpart" will implement a degraded BMCT, namely, IDMOT. Figure 6 : Triangle transition algorithm; BMCT: the proposed distributed Bayesian multiple collaborative cameras multiple-target tracking approach; IDMOT: interactively distributed multiple-object tracking [14] ; MIPF: multiple independent regular particle filters [38] .
I n t e r a c t w i t h o t h e r s I s o l a t e d C l o s e t o o t h e r s
The only chance for these trackers to be upgraded back to BMCT is after reinitializtion, where the status may change to "having good counterpart."
Within a camera view, if the analyzed tracker is isolated from other targets, it will only implement MIPF to reduce the computational costs. When it becomes closer or interacts with other trackers, it will activate either BMCT or IDMOT according to the associated target's status. This triangle transition algorithm guarantees that the proposed BMCT using multiocular videos can work better and is never inferior to monocular video implementations of IDMOT or MIPF.
Target tracker killing
The tracker has the capability to decide that the associated target disappeared and should be killed in two cases: (1) the target moves out of the image; or (2) the tracker loses the target and tracks clutter. In both situations, the epipolar consistence loop checking fails and the local observation weights of the tracker's particles become very small since there is no target information any more. On the other hand, in the case where the tracker misses its associated target and follows a false target, we do not kill the tracker and leave it for further comparison.
Pseudocode
Algorithm 1 illustrates the pseudocode of the proposed BMCT using sequential Monte Carlo implementation for target i in camera A at time t.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach, we performed experiments on both synthetic and real video data with different conditions. We have used 60 particles per tracker in all the simulations for our approach. Different colors and numbers are used to label the targets. To compare the proposed BMCT against the state of the art, we also implemented multiple independent particle filters (MIPF) [37] , interactively distributed multipleobject tracking (IDMOT) [14] , and color-based multicamera tracking (CMCT) [30] . For all real-world videos, the fundamental matrix of epipolar geometry is estimated by using the algorithm proposed by Hartley and Zisserman [46, pages 79-308].
Synthetic videos
We generate synthetic videos by assuming that two cameras are widely set at a right angle and at the same height above the ground. This setup makes it very easy to compute the epipolar line. Six soccer balls move independently within the overlapped scene of the two views. The difference between Tracking results of the synthetic videos: (a) multiple independent particle filters [37] ; (b) interactively distributed multiple-object tracking [14] ; (c) the proposed BMCT. the target's projections in the different views is neglected for simplicity since only the epipolar geometry information and not the target's features are used to estimate the camera collaboration likelihood. The change in the target's size is also neglected since the most important concern of tracking is the target's location. Various multitarget occlusions are frequently encountered when the targets are projected onto each view. A two-view sequence, where each view has 400 frames with a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels, is used to demonstrate the ability of the proposed BMCT for solving multitarget occlusions. For simplicity, only the color histogram model [47] is used to estimate the local observation likelihood. Figure 7 illustrates the tracking results of (a) MIPF, (b) IDMOT, and (c) BMCT. MIPF suffers from severe multitarget occlusions. Many trackers (circles) are "hijacked" by targets with strong local observation, and thus lose their associated targets after occlusion. Equipped with magnetic repulsion and inertia models to handle target interaction, IDMOT has improved the performance by separating the occluding targets and labeling them correctly for many targets. The white link between the centers of the occluding targets shows the interaction. However, due to the intrinsic limitations of monocular video and the relatively simple inertia model, this approach has two failure cases. In camera 1, when targets 0 and 2 move along the same direction and persist in a severe occlusion, due to the absence of distinct inertia directions, the blind magnetic repulsion separates them with random directions. Coincidentally, a "strong" clutter nearby attracts one tracker away. In camera 2, when targets 2 and 5 move along the same line and occlude, their labels are falsely exchanged due to their similar inertia. By using biocular videos simultaneously and exploiting camera collaboration, BMCT rectifies these problems and tracks all of the targets robustly. The epipolar line through the center of a particular target is mapped from its counterpart in another view and reveals when the camera collaboration is activated. The color of the epipolar line is an indicator of the counterpart's label.
Indoor videos
The Hall sequences are captured by two low-cost surveillance cameras in the front hall of a building. Each sequence Wei Qu et al. has 776 frames with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels and a frame rate of 29.97 frames per second (fps). Two people loiter around generating frequent occlusions. Due to the grayness of the images, many color-based tracking approaches are not suitable. We use this video to demonstrate the robustness of our BMCT algorithm for tracking without color information. Background subtraction [49] is used to decrease the clutter and enhance the performance. An intensity histogram, instead of color histogram, is combined with a PCA-based model [48] to calculate the local observation likelihood. Benefiting from not using color or other featurebased matching but only exploiting the spatial information provided by epipolar geometry, our camera collaboration likelihood model still works well for gray-image sequence. As expected, BMCT produced very robust results in each camera view as shown for sample frames in Figure 8 . The UnionStation videos are captured at Chicago Union Station using two widely separated digital cameras at different heights above the ground. The videos have a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels and a frame rate of 25 fps. Each view sequence consists of 697 frames. The crowded scene has various persistent and significant multitarget occlusions when pedestrians pass by each other. Figure 9 shows the tracking results of (a) IDMOT, (b) CMCT, and (c) BMCT. We used the ellipses' bottom points to find the epipolar lines. Although IDMOT was able to resolve many multitarget occlusions by handling the targets within each camera view, IDMOT still made mistakes during severe multitarget occlusions because of the intrinsic limitations of monocular videos. For example, in view B, tracker 2 falsely attaches to a wrong person when the right person is completely occluded by target 6 for a long time. CMCT [30] is a multicamera target tracking approach which also uses epipolar geometry and a particle filter implementation. The original CMCT needs to prestore the target's multiple color histograms for different views. For practical tracking, however, especially in crowded environments, this prior knowledge is usually not available. Therefore, in our implementation, we simplified this approach by using the initial color histograms of each target from multiple cameras. Then, these histograms are updated using the adaptive model proposed by Nummiaro et al. in [47] . The original CMCT is also based on the best front-view selection scheme and only outputs one estimate each time for a target. For a better comparison, we keep all the estimates from the different cameras. Figure 9(b) shows the tracking results using the CMCT algorithm. As indicated in [30] , using an epipolar line to direct the sample distribution and (re)initialize the targets is problematic. When there are several candidate targets in the vicinity of the epipolar lines, the trackers may attach to wrong targets, and thus lose the correct target. It can be seen from Figure 9 (b) that CMCT did not produce satisfactory results, especially when multitarget occlusion occurs. Compared with the above approaches, BMCT shows very robust results separating targets apart and assigning them with correct labels even after persistent and severe multitarget occlusions as a result of using both target interaction within each view and camera collaboration between different views. The only failure case of BMCT occurs in camera 2, where target 6 is occluded by target 2. Since there is no counterpart of target 6 appearing in camera 1, the camera collaboration is not activated and only IDMOT instead of BMCT is implemented. By using more cameras, such failure cases could be avoided. The quantitative performance and speed comparisons of all these methods will be discussed later.
The LivingRoom sequences are captured with a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels and a frame rate of 15 fps. We use them to demonstrate the performance of BMCT for three collaborative cameras. Each sequence has 616 frames and contains four people moving around with many severe multiple-target occlusions. Figure 10 illustrates the tracking results. By modeling both the camera collaboration and target interaction within each camera simultaneously, BMCT solves the multitarget occlusion problem and achieves a very robust performance.
Outdoor videos
The test videos Campus have two much longer sequences, each of which has 1626 frames. The resolution is 320 × 240 and the frame rate is 25 fps. They are captured by two cameras set outdoors on campus. Three pedestrians walk around with various multitarget occlusions. The proposed BMCT achieves stable tracking results on these videos as can be seen in the sample frames in Figure 11. 
Quantitative analysis and comparisons
Computational cost analysis
There are three different likelihood densities which must be estimated in our BMCT framework: (1) local observation . The weighting complexity of these likelihoods are the main factors which impact the entire system's computational cost. In Table 1 , we compare the average computation time of the different likelihood weightings in processing one frame of the synthetic sequences using BMCT. As we can see, compared with the most time-consuming component which is the local observation likelihood weighting of traditional particle filters, the computational cost required for camera collaboration is negligible. This is because of two reasons: firstly, a tracker activates the camera collaboration only when it encounters potential multitarget occlusions; and secondly, our epipolar geometrybased camera collaboration likelihood model avoids feature matching and is very efficient.
The computational complexity of the centralized approaches used for multitarget tracking in [9, 29, 33] increases exponentially in terms of the number of targets and cameras since the centralized methods rely on joint-state representations. The computational complexity of the proposed distributed framework, on the other hand, increases linearly with the number of targets and cameras. In Table 2 , we compare the complexity of these two modes in terms of the number of targets by running the proposed BMCT and a jointstate representation-based MCMC particle filter (MCMC-PF) [9] . The data is obtained by varying the number of targets on the synthetic videos. It can be seen that under the condition of achieving reasonable robust tracking performance, both the required number of particles and the speed of the proposed BMCT vary linearly.
Quantitative performance comparisons
Quantitative performance evaluation for multiple-target tracking is still an open problem [50, 51] . Unlike single-target tracking and target detection systems, where standard metrics are available, the varying number of targets and the frequent multitarget occlusion make it challenging to provide an exact performance evaluation for multitarget tracking approaches [50] . When using multiple cameras, the target label correspondence across different cameras further increases the difficulty of the problem. Since the main concern of tracking is the correctness of the tracker's location and 
where a position failure is defined as the absence of a tracker associated with one of the tracking targets in a camera and a label failure is defined as a tracker associated with a wrong target. Table 3 presents the statistical performance using different tracking algorithms on the UnionStation videos. It can be observed that BMCT outperforms the other approaches with much lower false position and label rates. 
Speed comparisons
Speed comparisons of the different tracking approaches are presented in Table 3 . We implemented all of the algorithms independently in C ++ without code optimization on a 3.2 GHz Pentium IV PC. The number of particles used has an important impact on both the performance and speed for particle filter-based tracking approaches. In principle, using more particles will increase the stability of the tracking performance; yet it will also increase the running time. Determination of the optimal number of particles to achieve a proper tradeoff between stability and speed of particle filters is still an open problem. In our simulations, we compare the tracking results visually and select the minimal number of particles which does not degrade the performance significantly. It can be observed that the proposed BMCT outperforms the CMCT in speed and achieves very close efficiency compared with MIPF and IDMOT.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a Bayesian framework to solve the multitarget occlusion problem for multiple-target tracking using multiple collaborative cameras. Compared with the common practice of using a joint-state representation whose computational complexity increases exponentially with the number of targets and cameras, our approach solves the multicamera multitarget tracking problem in a distributed way whose complexity grows linearly with the number of targets and cameras. Moreover, the proposed approach presents a very convenient framework for tracker initialization of new targets and tracker elimination of vanished targets. The distributed framework also makes it very suitable for efficient parallelization in complex computer networking application. The proposed approach does not recover the targets' 3D locations. Instead, it generates multiple estimates, one per camera, for each target in the 2D image plane. For many practical tracking applications such as video surveillance, this is sufficient since the 3D target location is usually not necessary and 3D modeling will require a very expensive computational effort for precise camera calibration and nontrivial feature matching. The merits of our BMCT algorithm compared with 3D tracking approaches are that it is fast, easy to implement, and can achieve robust tracking results in crowded environments. In addition, with the necessary camera calibration information, the 2D estimates can also be projected back to recover the target's 3D location in the world coordinate system. Furthermore, we have presented an efficient camera collaboration model using epipolar geometry with sequential Monte Carlo implementation. It avoids the need for recovery of the targets' 3D coordinates and does not require feature matching, which is difficult to perform in widely separated cameras. The preliminary experimental results have demonstrated the superior performance of the proposed algorithm in both efficiency and robustness for multiple-target tracking in different conditions. Several problems remain unresolved and will be the subject of future research. (1) The local likelihood model and the camera collaboration model are critical for practical implementation. Although very effective, the current versions of these models are based only on image (e.g., color, appearance) and geometry information. We plan to integrate multiple cues such as audio and other sensor information into our framework. (2) The simulation results provided are based on fixed camera locations. However, the proposed BMCT framework is not limited to fixed cameras. We plan to incorporate promising camera calibration methods or panoramic background modeling techniques to extend the application to moving cameras. (3) Three-dimensional tracking is essential in many applications such as stereo tracking and virtual reality applications. We plan to extend our framework for 3D tracking from multiple camera views.
